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Integrated Upstream Operations Scheduling for Competitive Advantage

Addressing the Boom
and Bust Cycle

To
o maintain asset development in the future, planning and investment must continue today. Oil and gas projects
take years to develop,
develop, and over
over the life of a project, commodity price fluctuation impacts operational decision
making. Continuing price volatility requires increased
increa sed focus on operational efficiency. At Actenum, we understand
the challenges along with the uncertainties and risks you have to manage. Our schedule optimization software tools
help companies identify risks, model internal and external changes
changes, optimize resources
esources to accelerate field
development and management,
management and:
Achieve cost and production goals
Understand the impact on costs and production resulting from schedule changes
Assess risks as operational changes occur
Ensure compliance with lease obligations
Reduce costs resulting from rig movements and equipment idle time
Eliminate delays and miscommunication arising from multiple ‘siloed’ schedules
Enhance collaborat
ollaboration among team members to improve schedule accuracy

DSO/Upstream
DSO/Upstream optimizes upstream exploration and production schedules
DSO/Upstream tames the complexity of integrated operations scheduling with powerful decision support
technology. “What if?” scenarios show schedulers exactly how decisions will influence costs, production output,
equipment use and financial goals. DSO/Upstream
DSO/Upst ream eliminates guesswork and manual effort to significantly improve
the efficient use of equipment, crews and other resources.
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DSO/Upstream centralizes resource, location and well delivery information in a
single database-driven
database driven application accessible by all team members.
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Do Things Your Way

Turn Complexity to Advantage

Take Change in Stride

DSO/Upstream incorporates a comprehensive model

The DSO optimizer examines thousands
thousands of

Equipment breaks. Weather messes up the schedule.

of upstream operations to get you up and running

alternatives per second to find the optimal schedule

Oil prices fluctuate. Operations change all the time.

quickly and smoothly. Prepare the input data and

for all upstream activities, including construction,

Update any schedule in real time to reflect current

DSO/Upstream does all the heavy lifting, aligning your

drilling, fracturing, workovers, pipeline and field

realities and automatically re
re-optimize.

schedule with business goals. Re-optimize
Re optimize when

operations and maintenance. DSO eliminates hours of

necessary to address operational changes or new

manual effort, balances trade-offs
trade offs and ensures
en
that

goals.

you stay within business rules and constraints.

Rapidly Generate and
Evaluate Multiple Scenarios

Keep it All Together

Use Your Experience
and Judgment

DSO/Upstream incorporates a powerful “What if?”

Staying on top of detail
etail is no small task. Eliminate

Interactively adjust and fine
fine-tune
tune schedules to

evaluation feature, allowing you to generate scenarios

error-prone
prone manual data entry and spreadsheet

address specific goals. You no longer need to

and identify the optimal alternative. Ask questions like

collections that have no audit trail. Centralize lease,

manually recalculate outcomes each time you adjust a

the following to get the most out of equipment and

equipment, and E&P activity information in a single

schedule. DSO/Upstream immediately shows you the

assets.

database. Then focus on business goals as you

impact of changes on business objectives, providin
providing

determine the best way forward.

realistic forecasts for any period.

What will
ill be the impact if we add an
extra rig in 12 months?
If we shrink costs by 20% over the next 9 months,
how will that affect
ffect our production forecast?
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Features

Well Planning /
Delivery Model

Automatically match activities with

Scenario Exploration

appropriate resources
Configure any activity attribute

Compare baseline to actual schedule

Create schedule templates that

required

at any time

accurately represent your well
delivery and facility activities

Configure any activity constraint
required

Perform “What if?” analyses
Save multiple scenarios for
contingency planning

Resource-based scheduling (e.g.,

Resources
Create any type of resource required:

facilities, rigs, frac)

-

Construction equipment/crews

Gantt chart schedule visualization

-

Spudder/drilling rigs

Automated schedule optimization

-

Completion/fracturing units

with manual override

-

Vehicles

Immediate feedback on impact of

-

Post-drill equipment

schedule changes
Support for regulatory/ environmental stipulations and blackout
periods on any resource, well, or
area
Automatic enforcement of lease

Automatically match resources with
appropriate activities
Configure any resource attribute
required
Configure any resource constraint
required

obligations (e.g., expirations,
continuous development days)
Offset well violation detection and
warning

Activities
Create any type of activity required:
-
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Leasing

-

Land management

-

Construction

-

Drilling

Optimization
Optimizes results simultaneously

WORKSTATION
2.5 GHz Pentium CPU
8 GB RAM, 40+ GB hard drive

against multiple goals, e.g., by lease,

MS Windows 7/8/10

rig, well, cost criteria

(64-bit preferred)

Supports use of all available data and

100 Mb network

any Key Performance Indicators

connection to server

Enhances decision-making during
planning and operational scheduling

DATABASE SERVER
Microsoft SQL Server 2012

-

Fracturing

or higher

-

Tie-in

Oracle 11G or higher

-

Workover

System Requirements

Scheduling

Compare scenarios to identify a best
case scenario

About Actenum

Actenum Corporation engineers and markets advanced scheduling products for
upstream oil and gas operations. Actenum creates business value by increasing
operational efficiency, reducing cycle times, and improving project team
collaboration. Our deep knowledge of upstream scheduling best practices, combined
with a highly sophisticated decision support engine results in measurable
improvements to corporate performance. Customers use Actenum software to
schedule a wide variety of upstream operations including:
Drilling
Construction
Fracturing
Facilities and pipeline installation
Workovers
Well integrity checks and servicing
Field maintenance

Contact

To speak with an Actenum representative, or to schedule a demonstration, please
contact us at 713.963.3629, or info@actenum.com
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VANCOUVER (Corporate headquarters)
Actenum Corporation
745 Thurlow Street, 14th Floor
Vancouver BC V6E 0C5
Canada
Telephone: +1.604.681.1262
HOUSTON
Actenum Corporation
1700 Post Oak Boulevard
2 Boulevard Place, Suite 600
Houston, TX 77056
Telephone: +1.713.963.3629

